INTRODUCTION
============

Saturn's moon Titan features rich atmospheric chemistry and a dynamic surface morphology that is driven by seasonal rainfall and cycling of predominately methane and ethane ([@R1]). Hydrocarbon lakes and seas have been observed near the polar regions of Titan ([@R2]), drawing comparisons with the hydrologic cycle of Earth and its presumed relevance for the origin of life ([@R3]). However, the surface conditions of Titan are a frigid 90 to 94 K. Moreover, in contrast to Earth, Titan's outermost surface is covered by products of the atmospheric photochemistry that are likely to be essentially free of oxygen. A frozen water ice crust is suspected underneath the outermost organic layer. Proposed as a strict test case for the limits of life ([@R3]), Titan offers a unique opportunity to explore just how far toward chemical complexity nature can proceed without liquid water, at low temperature, provided time scales nearing the age of the solar system.

One bottleneck for chemical reactivity on Titan is the lack of thermal energy (*kT* = 0.75 kJ/mol at 90 K). Sunlight is one energy source (\~0.4 W/m^2^) available on the surface of Titan that might allow for chemistry to occur ([@R4]). Several major products of the atmospheric photochemistry, such as acetylene, hydrogen cyanide, and molecular hydrogen ([@R5], [@R6]), also carry a substantial amount of chemical energy. At the surface, these chemicals might drive exothermic reactions and, it has been speculated, possibly support metabolism in methanogenic forms of life ([@R7]--[@R9]). Albeit singularly unlikely, the mere possibility of these processes raises questions regarding the factual limits of biology ([@R10]). We here address the likelihood of abiotic formation of cell membranes, one of several assumed prerequisites for the origin of life ([@R11], [@R12]), on worlds such as Titan.

Cell membranes are often considered an essential prerequisite for life as we know it ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@R13], [@R14]). Living systems on Earth rely on lipid bilayer membranes to protect the delicate molecular machinery needed for metabolism and replication. The cell membrane also has several other important functions ranging from selective uptake of nutrients and ions to intercellular communication and waste disposal ([@R15]). By extrapolation, it is reasonable to assume that some sort of compartmentalization should be important also for life outside of Earth. One of the earliest works on alternative compartmentalization is by Oparin, who suggested that coacervate colloidal droplets might be predecessors to the cell ([@R16]). This option for protocells is controversial but under active study ([@R17], [@R18]). The premise of compartmentalization as central to life led Stevenson *et al*. ([@R19]) to suggest the fascinating possibility of so-called azotosomes on Titan. Azotosomes are defined as membranes made up of small molecules with a nitrogen head group followed by a hydrocarbon end group. In contrast to normal lipid membranes in water, azotosome membranes display an inverted polarity, with hydrophobic groups on the outside ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Molecular dynamics simulations in cryogenic methane have been used to predict that these structures, if made from acrylonitrile (C~2~H~3~CN), would have a similar elasticity as normal lipid bilayer membranes in aqueous solution. Simulations have also indicated that the proposed structure would be kinetically persistent near 90 K, with respect to the removal of one acrylonitrile monomer ([@R19]).

![Membranes on different worlds?\
(**Left**) Model of a phosphatidylethanolamine bilayer, one main component of the inner bacterial membrane ([@R42]). (**Right**) An azotosome membrane, a theoretical structure made from acrylonitrile that exhibits an inverted polarity compared to normal lipid bilayers. Azotosome membranes have been suggested to allow for cell-like vesicles in cryogenic (90 K) hydrocarbon liquids that are present on Saturn's moon Titan ([@R19]).](aax0272-F1){#F1}

The possibility of azotosomes has spurred discussions regarding the limits of life ([@R20]) and even inspired the synthesis of different kinds of reversed surfactants operable under ambient Earth conditions ([@R21]). Only 2 years after the original prediction, an impressive detection of acrylonitrile on Titan using the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array was announced ([@R22]). In the latter publication, it was suggested that "The corresponding production rate of vinyl cyanide and its saturation mole fraction imply the availability of sufficient dissolved material to form \~10^7^ cell membranes/cm^3^ in Titan's sea Ligeia Mare." In light of the potential importance of these predictions and statements, it is important to return and scrutinize the likelihood of azotosomes on Titan.

Both abiotic and biological normal membranes and micelles, such as the one shown at the left in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, form through spontaneous self-assembly processes that are driven by favorable thermodynamics ([@R23], [@R24]). The resulting supramolecular aggregates form spontaneously because they correspond to, or lie near, the thermodynamic ground state. That is, their formation proceeds from different rearrangements of the constituent molecules that have a higher Gibbs energy. The question we ask here is whether or not the proposed azotosome membrane is similarly viable on thermodynamic grounds, just like normal membranes and micelles are. The seminal work by Stevenson *et al*. ([@R19]) presented estimates to the kinetic persistence of azotosomes. To complement this picture, we here present thermodynamic stability estimates, derived from quantum chemical calculations. Following a discussion of our results, we address their implications for hypothetical exobiology under the stringent thermodynamic conditions on worlds such as Titan.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
======================

One basis for the "lipid world" or "cells-first" hypothesis ([@R13], [@R14], [@R25]), in which abiotic formation of membranes contributed to the emergence of life, is that lipids in water spontaneously self-assemble into supramolecular structures, such as membranes and micelles, above a critical concentration. The Gibbs energy for transferring a lipid monomer from the aqueous phase into a micelle has been measured as Δ*G* ≈ −4.2 kJ/mol for each CH~2~ group in a lipid chain ([@R23], [@R24]). This means that, for a small lipid monomer with six CH~2~ groups, the energy stabilization is −25 kJ/mol monomer added to the membrane. For a longer chain with 16 CH~2~ groups, the micelle formation process in water is thermodynamically downhill with approximately −70 kJ/mol of added lipid monomer. For comparison, −70 kJ/mol corresponds to 20% of the energy of a carbon--carbon single bond or 30 *k*~B~*T* at 298 K.

For the self-assembly of azotosomes on Titan to occur spontaneously, the envisioned structure would need to be not only kinetically persistent, as was previously shown computationally ([@R19]), but also thermodynamically lower in energy than the corresponding molecular crystal (the molecular ice). The molecular ice is our contender for acrylonitrile self-assembly because (i) polar small molecules have very low solubility in cryogenic liquid methane ([@R26]) and (ii) the expected thermodynamic ground state for any molecule larger than ethane in these conditions is a crystalline solid. Yokoyama and Ohashi ([@R27]) have determined the experimental crystal structure of acrylonitrile using x-ray diffraction at 153 K. The reported crystal structure is disordered and corresponds to four well-defined structures in which acrylonitrile molecules have different orientations in the crystal lattice (these *P*2~1~2~1~2~1~, *Pna*2~1~, *P*2~1~/*a*, and *P*2~1~/*n* phases are shown in the Supplementary Materials). This orientational disorder is not uncommon in crystals of small and weakly polar molecules, and often disappears at lower measurement temperatures. Attempts are ongoing to determine the crystal structure at lower temperatures ([@R28]).

We have applied quantum mechanics in the form of dispersion-corrected density functional theory (DFT) to calculate the energy of the four phases of acrylonitrile ice that are commensurate with the experimental diffraction data. The energy difference calculated between the possible ice structures is small, \~1 kJ/mol of acrylonitrile, and is in accord with a slight difference in molecular packing and the disorder observed in the structure determination. Of the four possibilities, the *Pna*2~1~ phase shown in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} is calculated to be of lowest energy.

![Quantum chemical predictions on membrane stability.\
The relative free energy of the azotosome and acrylonitrile ice. Quantum mechanical calculations predict that the azotosome is not a thermodynamically viable candidate for self-assembly of cell-like membranes on Titan. The necessary building block acrylonitrile will preferentially form the molecular ice. Crystal symmetries of the considered phases are shown within parenthesis.](aax0272-F2){#F2}

Also shown in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} is the geometrically relaxed structure of the previously proposed azotosome membrane in methane. Our DFT calculations have confirmed the absence of imaginary phonon modes, which ensures the dynamic stability of the structure (see the Supplementary Materials). The dynamic stability of the membrane was additionally confirmed by a DFT-based quantum molecular dynamics simulation in liquid methane at 90 K (see Materials and Methods). The membrane in our DFT simulation closely resembles the structure optimized at 0 K and the structure presented by Stevenson *et al*. ([@R19]). That is, the azotosome does represent a local minimum on the potential energy surface. However, our calculations also predict the azotosome to be thermodynamically unstable with respect to the molecular *Pna*2~1~ ice structure by 8 to 11 kJ/mol of acrylonitrile at 90 K. The range of this estimate is dependent on the type of DFT method used. Our calculations, which are detailed in Materials and Methods, account for thermal and entropic effects at Titan surface-relevant conditions and include an explicit consideration of dispersion interactions with the surrounding methane environment. Without the surrounding methane, the azotosome membrane would lie even higher in energy, 14 to 17 kJ/mol of acrylonitrile, compared to the molecular ice.

Whereas one could consider environments other than methane facilitating the self-assembly of azotosomes, the nonpolar vinyl groups on the membrane's surface limit these interactions to weak dispersion effects. These interactions are unlikely to be of substantially greater strength than what is calculated here for methane. The problem of thermodynamics for life's origin is not unique to Titan. For example, that the Gibbs energy requirements for macromolecular formation are reduced on surfaces is well known, and "surface life" has been considered one possible first step in life's evolution on Earth ([@R14], [@R29]).

The low temperature on the surface of Titan ensures that entropic corrections, −*T*Δ*S* contributions to the Gibbs energy, are small. Thermal and entropic effects are calculated to lower the energy of azotosome membrane relative to the ice by only 2 kJ/mol of acrylonitrile at 90 K and do not affect our conclusions. Because several thousands of acrylonitrile monomers will need to come together to form an azotosome, the energy difference of \>8 kJ/mol of added monomer is cumulative and substantial. In our most conservative estimate, an azotosome consisting of only 1000 acrylonitrile monomers would lie \>8 MJ/mol higher in energy compared to the corresponding molecular ice. Such a high energy conformational state is statistically impossible to reach in a Boltzmann distribution at 90 K. That is, whereas the kinetic or dynamic stability of azotosomes is not in question, our calculations demonstrate that the proposed structure cannot self-assemble for thermodynamic reasons.

Our calculations here are limited to the evaluation of acrylonitrile-based azotosome self-assembly under Titan relevant conditions. This focus is motivated by molecular dynamics simulations by Stevenson *et al*. ([@R19]) that have compared azotosomes built up from several different kinds of molecular building blocks. The acrylonitrile-based azotosome was predicted to have sufficient kinetic stability to ensure long-term persistence near 90 K. In comparison, hypothetical membrane structures made of other larger molecules such as acetonitrile, butanenitrile, hexanenitrile, aminopropane, aminobutane, propionitrile, pentanenitrile, aminopentane, and hexylamine were predicted to be considerably less kinetically stable or unstable. Combined, these results do not point to a plausible self-assembly route of cryogenic operable membranes. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that other polarity-inverted membranes, built from more strongly interacting constituents, may be relevant in warmer hydrocarbon environments.

Speculations on the implications for life's chances on Titan-like worlds
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Does the absence of azotosomes, or other cell membranes, mean that there can be no life-governing processes under cryogenic conditions? Of course, life under these stringent conditions is supremely unlikely. However, if we, for the sake of argument, consider life on cold hydrocarbon worlds such as Titan, then it is not necessarily so that this life would require cell membranes.

The role and evolution of the cell membrane for life on Earth is an active topic of research ([@R13], [@R14], [@R18], [@R25]). One reason for membranes in life as we know it is to ensure local entropy reduction and to safeguard the precious contents of the cell from being diluted and rendered inactive in a much larger body of warm liquid water. Focusing now on the presumed cell content, not membranes, it is reasonable to assume that polymeric chemistry and some kind of covalently bound macromolecules are an absolute requirement for life ([@R12], [@R30]). However, on Titan, any hypothetical life-bearing macromolecule or crucial machinery of a life form will exist in the solid state and never risk destruction by dissolution ([@R10]). The question is then whether these biomolecules would benefit from a cell membrane. Already rendered immobile by the low temperature, biological macromolecules on Titan would need to rely on the diffusion of small energetic molecules, such as H~2~, C~2~H~2~, or HCN, to reach them in order for growth or replication to ensue. Transport of these molecules might proceed in the atmosphere or through the surrounding methane/ethane environment. A membrane would likely hinder this beneficial diffusion. Similarly, a membrane would likely hinder necessary removal of waste products of metabolism, such as methane and nitrogen, in the opposite direction.

The role of a hypothetical cell membrane as protection against a harmful chemical surrounding can also be questioned under Titan's conditions. This is because of the exponential dependence on chemical rates with temperature. Typical carbon--carbon and carbon--oxygen single bonds have strengths of approximately 330 kJ/mol, which is why life as we know it on Earth is reliant on efficient catalysts (enzymes) to lower barriers of activation to 55 to 110 kJ/mol and allow for biochemistry. In order for a chemical reaction to proceed at a reasonable rate (milliseconds → years) near Titan's 90 to 94 K surface, barrier heights need to lie in the range of 17 to 35 kJ/mol (these estimates have been derived from transition state theory by assuming first-order rate kinetics and omit consideration of tunneling). Because of the narrower energetic range for thermally driven reaction pathways, there are arguably fewer options for reactivity that might damage macromolecules on Titan compared to on Earth ([@R10]).

CONCLUSIONS
===========

The azotosome, proposed to allow for cryogenically operable membranes in liquid methane, is intriguing, as it challenges our principal understanding of the limits of biology. The azotosome proposal has brought to the fore the necessity in computational astrobiology of following up predictions of properties with identification of plausible formation routes, whenever possible. Arriving at specific predictions of chemistry that might support biological processes under the stringent kinetic, thermodynamic, and environmental constraints on worlds such as Titan is exceedingly difficult. The challenge of reliably modeling both properties and formation routes (kinetics and thermodynamics) naturally increases with the growing complexity of the material in question. We have here evaluated the thermodynamic stability of the azotosome membrane using DFT calculations. Our calculations reveal that, whereas the azotosome membrane might be kinetically persistent, the structure is not thermodynamically feasible. Hence, it is not a viable candidate for self-assembly akin to lipid bilayers in liquid water. Because of several factors related to Titan's anhydrous and low-temperature environment, we argue that the need for cell membranes in hypothetical astrobiology under these conditions is unlikely. Whereas computational predictions on the existence or nonexistence of azotosome membranes can be subject to experimental testing, speculations on the factual environmental limits of prebiotic chemistry and biology will, for the time being, be just that---speculation. Nevertheless, careful computational exploration of proposed prebiotic and biological structures and processes, and their plausibility, can help to guide future in situ sampling of the surface chemistry of Titan. The advent of predictive computational astrobiology should prove particularly important given the Dragonfly mission's scheduled landfall on Titan in 2034 ([@R31], [@R32]).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Construction of the membrane
----------------------------

The azotosome unit cell was constructed of four acrylonitrile molecules with neighboring nitrile groups spaced \~3.5 Å apart in a close-packed hexagonal pattern (see the Supplementary Materials for optimized coordinates). The structure before optimization was chosen so to resemble the optimized geometry in the article by Stevenson *et al*. ([@R19]). Phonon band structures provided in the Supplementary Materials show that the membrane and the considered ice are both dynamically stable, i.e., they represent minima on the multidimensional potential energy surface. The dynamic stability of the membrane was additionally confirmed by dynamics simulations. Details of our phonon calculations and dynamics simulations are given below and in the Supplementary Materials.

Extended calculations
---------------------

Extended DFT calculations were performed with the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP) version 5.4.1 ([@R33], [@R34]). Geometries were optimized using the Predew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) ([@R35]) generalized gradient approximation functional, with dispersion correction calculated with the DFT-D3 method by Grimme *et al*. ([@R36]) with Becke-Johnson damping ([@R37]). In addition to the PBE-D3 method, extended calculations were also performed with the general-purpose nonlocal dispersion-corrected vdw-df-cx functional ([@R38]). The energy of the azotosome membrane calculates as 3 kJ/mol higher at the vdw-df-cx level of theory compared to with the PBE-D3 method. Standard projected augmented wave potentials ([@R34], [@R39]) were used together with a plane-wave kinetic energy cutoff of 700 eV. The reciprocal space resolution was at least 2π 0.07 Å^−1^ in all calculations. All energies and forces were converged to less than 1 meV/atom (\<0.1 kJ/mol). Brillouin zone sampling was performed on Γ-centered *k*-meshes when calculating the azotosome membrane, and a Monkhorst-Pack *k*-mesh for calculations on the experimentally determined structures of acrylonitrile. The nonsolvated azotosome membrane was first optimized with a vacuum layer of 10 Å on each side. The optimized structure of this local minima provides the relative energy of the azotosome, in the absence of methane solvation, compared to the crystal structure of acrylonitrile (modeling of the effect of solvation is described below). Other conformations of acrylonitrile might give rise to other dynamically stable local minima that could still be considered azotosomes. However, given the small calculated differences in energy between crystal phases of acrylonitrile ice, less than 2 kJ/mol acrylonitrile, alternative azotosome structures are unlikely to be notably lower in energy compared to the structure we consider here. Crystal structures commensurate with diffraction data on acrylonitrile were extracted from work done by Yokoyama and Ohashi ([@R27]) (Cambridge Crystallographic Structure Database reference code POQMIR). Our calculated density of the acrylonitrile crystal at 0 K was 1.13 g/cm^3^. This is larger than the 1.03 g/cm^3^ measured experimentally at 153 K. This difference is expected and can be explained by thermal expansion effects that are not included in our calculations. As anticipated, the calculated crystal density was far above the density of liquid acrylonitrile at 298 K (0.81 g/cm^3^). Optimized geometries and convergence tests of the energy cutoff value and *k*-point densities are provided in the Supplementary Materials.

Methane solvation
-----------------

To calculate the effect of methane solvation of the azotosome, 42 methane molecules were added uniformly above and below a 2 × 2 × 1 supercell of the membrane, and the entire structure was then relaxed. The solvation energy of the membrane was calculated by comparing the solvated structure with the membrane in vacuum and the experimentally determined crystal structure of methane (*P*4*m*2), taken from the Cambridge Crystallographic Structure Database (reference code ZZZWEQ14).

Thermal and entropic corrections
--------------------------------

Thermal corrections were obtained through phonon calculations on optimized PBE-D3 geometries. Force constants were calculated through the direct method through displacements on a 2 × 2 × 2 supercell for the *Pna*2~1~ ice structure and a 3 × 3 × 1 supercell for the azotosome membrane unit cell using the Phonopy v.1.12.6 code ([@R40]). Our computational approach predicts relative energies of the competing crystal phases of acetonitrile to within 0.6 kJ/mol of the experimentally determined phase transition enthalpy provided by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, where Δ*H*~trans~ is reported as 1.2 kJ/mol at 162.5 K.

Because acrylonitrile is a small and rigid molecule, it does not have an internal configurational space with an associated configurational entropy, like normal lipids do. Nevertheless, configurational entropy associated with the packing of acrylonitrile likely stabilizes both the membrane and the ice structure to a small degree. The accessible conformational space is likely smaller in the membrane. This is because acrylonitrile molecules can reorient in three dimensions in the crystal structure of acrylonitrile ice, whereas in the two-dimensional azotosome membrane, the nitrile groups need to be pointed inwards. We can estimate the configurational entropy in the ice as \~1 kJ/mol from the experimentally determined disorder \[from *k*T ln(4)\]. That is, whereas configurational entropy will affect the stability of both the crystal of acrylonitrile and the effectively two-dimensional azotosome, these effects are not large enough to affect our conclusions. Other entropic effects, such as those associated with the dynamics of the systems, are similarly small due to the low temperature. Our estimate of the Gibbs energy difference between the azotosome membrane and the ice includes the entropy associated with lattice and molecular vibration. This correction is 1.1 kJ/mol acrylonitrile, in favor of the membrane.

Molecular dynamics simulations
------------------------------

Stevenson *et al*. ([@R19]) have used umbrella sampling coupled to optimized potentials for liquid simulations (OPLS) force field--based molecular dynamics simulations to show that the azotosome membrane has dynamic stability in liquid methane. To further verify the structural integrity of the membrane, we have performed a Born-Oppenheimer ab initio molecular dynamics simulation of the solvated azotosome embedded in methane at 90 K in an NVT ensemble. The 3.40-nm^3^ simulation cell is the same as was obtained from the VASP optimization and contains 16 acrylonitrile molecules and 42 methane molecules (the cell parameters are available in the Supplementary Materials). The simulation was run at the PBE-D3 level of theory using CP2K v6.1 ([@R41]), a default DZVP-GTH basis set and Goedecker-Teter-Hutter (GTH) potentials with an energy cutoff of 280 rydberg. The system was equilibrated for 11 ps using the canonical sampling through velocity rescaling (CSVR) thermostat with a time constant of 1 fs and then allowed to evolve for 35 ps using the Nosé-Hoover chain thermostat of length 4 with a time constant of 500 fs. A time step of 0.5 fs was used for both the equilibration and the production run. The variation of the potential energy throughout the simulation and a snapshot of the equilibrated membrane are shown in the Supplementary Materials. The dynamics simulations confirm that the average structural and energetic fluctuations close to the considered minimum are smaller than 1 kJ/mol acrylonitrile.
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